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current case, McKnight quickly demonstrates that
he has mastered the materials available for this
narrow topic, and thus, he is well prepared to
reacquaint the American public with one of the
least-remembered aspects of the so-called Forgot‐
ten War. McKnight offers an analysis of twentythree American prisoners of war (POWs) who
chose to remain with their captors at the end of
the conflict, rejecting repatriation to the United
States. Each had his own reasons for such a mo‐

McKnight begins his study with an overview
and background account of the twenty-three
POWs. There is no discernible order to the presen‐
tation, but there is no compelling reason for why
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McKnight hits his stride when discussing the

through sham trials with dubious evidence and

captivity conditions in North Korea and how they

essentially turned into scapegoats to prove that

might have contributed to the decisions of these
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men to defect. He skillfully interweaves a general
examination of the camps with specific details
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provided by many of his subjects. In addition to
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vere acts of self-service to the detriment of their
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fellow prisoners. For their part, the Chinese cap‐

of the former POWs, leading most to decide, for

tors carefully selected and recruited POWs who

intensely personal reasons, to return to the United

they thought might agree to refuse repatriation,

States. McKnight winds down his narrative by ex‐

supplying a potential propaganda victory for the

amining the departures of each surviving non-re‐

Communists.

turnee and the life of most of them upon their re‐
turn. Some essentially fled into anonymity, and

Two prisoners, Edward Dickenson and Claude

beyond the reach of McKnight’s historical skills,

Batchelor, initially refused repatriation, but then

while others remained somewhat in the public

changed their minds during the window of time

eye, with a few publishing articles and books de‐

set aside for such switches. The US Army sought to

tailing their decisions to remain and their life in

use both as a means to influence the other non-re‐

Communist China.

turnees, promising that neither would be pun‐
ished for their initial decision to renounce their

In the conclusion, McKnight makes some

citizenship and move to China. While that prom‐
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tween the lives of the twenty-three defectors and

for their crimes committed while POWs, as soon
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In particular, he reasons that the men held in the
North Korean POW camps might be compared to
chattel slaves, and hence, their desire to please
their captors might have resulted in a handful of
men making the decision to remain when the vast
majority returned to the West at the first opportu‐
nity. The comparison is spurious, at best, and real‐
ly mars a work that until the final chapter has an
excellent discussion. The final paragraphs present
an unfounded and fairly bizarre explanation of
the Stockholm Syndrome as another potential ex‐
planation, despite the fact that the Stockholm Syn‐
drome has really only been applied to long-term
hostage situations without a support network
such as the one possessed by military captives.
When coupled with a completely inappropriate
comparison to the individual cases of Jaycee
Dugard and Elizabeth Smart (two young girls kid‐
napped and held for very long periods who even‐
tually seemed to identify with their captors), the
final chapter makes a terrible conclusion to an
otherwise fine work.
McKnight’s work does a solid job of pulling to‐
gether all of the stories of the defectors and re‐
minds us that the captivity conditions in Korea
presented a terrible situation for the men held in
the POW camps. Those camps had a higher mor‐
tality rate than any other military captivity situa‐
tion in American history, including the horrors of
Andersonville. McKnight does an admirable job of
placing a very strange tale into its historical con‐
text. This work is highly recommended for schol‐
ars of the Korean War, the Cold War, and Ameri‐
can society in the mid-twentieth century. All
should find some utility in the work.
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